ZeroPoint Technical Data Sheet: Sirius Balance Pendant
Sirius Balance Pendant

Approximately 1 oz.
45 – 50 mm Faceted Edges
String and Bail included
Made from semi-precious Dumortierite gemstone
Infused with 248 Blueprint Frequencies

Benefits

The Sirius Balance Pendant may enhance cognitive function and overall wellness.
The 248 Blueprint Frequencies embedded in the Sirius Balance Pendent strengthen
the communication pathways between our internal systems while clearing them of
toxins and static experienced due to environmental pollution and emotional stress.
When communication pathways are clear and functioning without obstruction, we
experience optimum balance and natural health.

Suggested Uses

Wear the Sirius Balance Pendant every day to support your body in our challenging
environment. Let the benefits of ZeroPoint Energy balance your mind-body
complex.
This information has not been evaluated by the FDA and is not intended to treat disease,
support human life, or to prevent impairment of human health; for frequency, self-education
and research purposes only. Please seek professional help with health issues.

Blueprint Frequencies

ZeroPoint Global has identified specific frequencies found in healthy organs and
systems. Using a Quantum Field Programming Generator, matching frequencies are
infused into ZeroPoint Global products. These are called Blueprint Frequencies. Use
them freely to bring your body into balance and achieve a state of overall wellness.
The Sirius Balance Pendant has been infused with 248 Blueprint Frequencies that
support the following areas in the body:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Muscular System
Parasympathetic Nervous System
Connective Tissue
Teeth & Gums
Lymphatic System
Digestive System
Brain
Adrenal Glands
Endocrine Glands
Respiratory System
Vision
Circulatory System
Evacuation
Spinal Cord
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How Frequencies Benefit the Human Body

It has been discovered that the cells in the body vibrate at various frequencies depending on their state of health. ZeroPoint has
identified specific frequencies that match the optimum state of health for each of the body’s organs and systems. These are called
Blueprint Frequencies.
When a person wears the Sirius Balance Pendant, their body begins to ‘resonate with the frequencies’ that are in the Pendant through a
process called Biophotonic Entrainment. This is similar to a tuning fork that will pick up the frequency (sound) of another tuning fork in its
vicinity. When they are close to one another, they will both begin to ‘resonate at the same frequency’.
When the organs and systems of the body are attuned with the frequencies that are in the Sirius Balance Pendant, the body returns to a
balanced state. The body is able to protect and heal itself when it is in balance.

Testimonials
Emotional Balance
“Wearing the Sirius Balance Pendant, I notice a general feeling of being more centered and happy. It seems everything I set myself to do is achieved
at accelerated rates. When an emotion comes up, it comes up quickly but that’s not to say I have felt more emotional; rather the emotion is there,
but I can perceive it as a thought and can remove myself from it more easily. Then I can decide how I want to work with it or change it. And the
process of changing or creating is much easier - almost like playing a fun game. Also, my visualization and meditation have been enhanced. Over
the time I have had the pendant, I have also noticed that I more quickly see things from the reality that I am energy, I am frequency, and that the
physical is more the illusion.” - Simon L., MO
Calm Down
“My experience has been to realize greater balance: Initially I sensed more calmness, awareness and being more centered. Lately I have enjoyed
more energy and an increased ability to see things with more clarity. I have reduced the nutritional supplements that I usually take with none of the
uncomfortable symptoms that typically happen when I don’t take them, especially when I eat certain foods.” - Gloria H., CA
Hightened Instincts
“I am enjoying the Sirius Balance Pendant - I feel more confident in every way and very balanced. I can make good decisions quickly. I am able to
control my emotions. I instinctively know things and can be detached from outcomes. As I can sense where people are coming from, I find I am more
gracious in dealings with others and know that what I see is not my issue, but theirs. I am grateful for the opportunity to test this product.”
- Edi M., AZ
Increased Libido
“I am post-menopausal and had been having quite a decrease in sexual energy. Since I have had the Sirius Balance Pendant, it seems as if ‘my mojo’
is coming back so…increased sexual energy. And want to say that...increased manifestation on every level.” - Aria J., MO
Improved Digestion
“When first I received the new Sirius Balance Pendant, I felt a peace and stronger sense of purpose – I referred to it as the ‘all’s well bell’. A few weeks
after receiving the new pendant, I experienced a gathering of deep grief in my chest and heart, followed by a release of soulful age’s old grief – it was
an emotionally painful experience and passed within an hour or so. I am more playful and joyous in everyday life since then. My digestive system has
changed. It has improved and toxins are being eliminated easily from my body. I discovered that lingering imbalances shift when the Sirius Balance
Pendant was exposed directly to the area for a few minutes.” - Lorraine E., ME
Unexpected Miracles
“From my personal experience, I immediately felt more peaceful. Baggage from stored emotions came up for getting rid of faster, and the awareness
of the process allowed me to ride through it without re-stuffing again. My digestive system noticeably changed. My dreams became more specific
and remembered. I aligned with my personal power and attracted more abundance to my financial situation. Unexpected miracles came, and now I
expect miracles daily... and get them. When I let other people hold my pendant, they get something different according to their needs. Some people
do not notice anything at first, while others feel ripples of energy flow through their body, but the one main comment everyone says to me is how
much PEACE they feel while holding the pendant.” - Lynne O., PA
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